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20 YEARS OF HAUS DER MUSIK  |  250 YEARS OF BEETHOVEN

THE GREAT ANNIVERSARY YEAR

Programme Presentation and Sneak Preview into the new Virtual Reality Soundlaboratory

Presse talk: Tuesday, 10. December 2019, 10.00 a.m.

Venue: 5th floor, Haus der Musik, Seilerstätte 30, 1010 Vienna

Mit: Simon K. Posch, Director of Haus der Musik

Dr. Kurt Gollowitzer, Head of Wien Holding

The Haus der Musik, in the heart of the music city of Vienna, will celebrate its 20th anniversary in 

June of the coming year. Since its opening in the year 2000 as Austria’s first museum of music and 

sound, the programme has focused not only on conveying Viennese musical history involving the 

great maestros of Viennese classical music and the Philharmonic Orchestra but also on a unique 

museum concept, with which the Haus der Musik has become a leading interactive museum of 

music. In the anniversary year of 2020, the Sound Museum therefore offers its visitors a line-up of 

highlights – from a virtual reality sound lab, concerts and open days with free admission to a focus 

on Beethoven.

Discovering the world of sound for 20 years

The credo of the Haus der Musik is the combination of interaction and experiencing in a fun way. 

With sound experiments, interactive music installations and multimedia transfer of knowledge, the 

museum’s guests



are invited to discover the exciting world of sound – in an entertaining and engaging way. The 

latest figures prove the strategy right: The Sound Museum has seen almost four million visitors 

since it opened and visitor numbers, which have more than doubled since the opening, testify to 

the constant enthusiasm of music lovers from all over the world.

  

The museum will celebrate its round birthday from March on with concerts and open days with 

free admission. But visitors can expect the biggest birthday gift of all in January already: following a

relaunch, SONOTOPIA will open with a whole floor full of new stations and sound experiments. 

One particular highlight and the new signature installation is the SONOTOPIA universe, a unique 

virtual reality sound lab in which everyone can create their own sound creature at the laboratory 

table with its own individual appearance and temperament, thus helping to create a unique 

universe of sound.

“The Haus der Musik is a place of musical variety put into practice. Since opening in 2000, music 

has been presented here in a way that is globally unique. The Sound Museum allows a steadily 

growing audience made up of all age groups to participate equally in fascinating musical 

phenomena and the worlds of the great composers. Building a bridge between the traditional and 

the modern, between historical and contemporary content, is an integral component of the daily 

transfer of knowledge. The Haus der Musik is a world of sound and experience, a historical 

museum, and event venue and sound lab all in one and, for more than 20 years now, has opened 

up new approaches to the fascinating world of music for children at home and abroad, young 

people, music lovers and fans from all over the world. With the presentation of new content, 

conceptual refinement and above all an incomparable VR sound lab, the Haus der Musik lives up to 

its pioneering role as a globally-unique, interactive music museum all over again”, says Simon K. 

Posch, Director of the Haus der Musik.

SONOTOPIA – a new sound universe for the museum’s birthday

Following a relaunch, a whole new museum floor full of new stations and sound experiments will 

open right at the start of the anniversary year 2020: SONOTOPIA.

The tour starts in the “origin” room, atmospherically darkened to place the focus on listening, 

where visitors move through a sound landscape in which a new sound source can be heard every 

few steps. It is here that an exciting journey into the world of acoustics and sounds begins: science 

walls and experiment stations invite guests in diverse ways to explore scientifically and get to the 

bottom of sound phenomena. Thematic areas such as echo, wave length (Kundt’s tube), audible 

ranges, the speed of sound, volume or the ear as an organ of hearing are presented.

In the giant instruments exhibition area, the museum’s guests can play oversized musical 

instruments themselves or learn interesting facts about the aerophone, chordophone, idiophone 

and membranophone. This is followed by the highlight that is the new virtual reality sound lab, 

SONOTOPIA UNIVERSE, in which bizarre, colourful sound beings – the so-called “clongs” – cavort 

around in a fantastical sound world. And the special thing about this is that the “clongs” are created



by the visitors themselves in the adjacent SONOTOPIA LAB. Everyone in the Haus der Musik is 

invited to sit down at the lab table, put on their virtual reality glasses and bring their very own 

sound creature to life with individual appearance, temperament and sounds. Once they are 

released out into the SONOTOPIA UNIVERSE, the clongs become part of a unique universe of 

sounds.

Three months of birthday celebrations: Anniversary programme, 20 March to 21 June 2020

On the occasion of the birthday festivities, the Haus der Musik celebrates the past 20 years with an 

extensive event programme and open days. This includes inviting everyone this year to the 

Sinnesrauschen Festival in spring (20 and 21 March 2020) with free admission. The quality line-up 

with Garish, Viech, Rebecca Lou, The Family Crest, Vivin, Mark Peters and Good Wilson promises 

two days full of musical enjoyment. Families will celebrate the museum at the “Haus der Musik 

Children’s Day” (21 June 2020) with concerts from Marko Simsa, Bernhard Fibich and Gernot 

Kranner. A further eight concerts for school classes with free admission are part of the anniversary 

programme.

Overview of the programme: 

∞ Friday 20 March 2020, from 6pm “Sinnesrauschen Festival“

∞ Saturday 21 March 2020, from 6pm “Sinnesrauschen Festival“ 

∞ Monday 15 June 2020 “20 Years of Haus der Musik” – birthday

∞ Sunday 21 June 2020, from 11am “Haus der Musik Children’s Day” with Marko  

Simsa, Bernhard Fibich and Gernot Kranner 

∞ Sunday 14 June 2020 Open day („KURIER Museum Day“)

∞ Concerts for school classes with Marko Simsa Friday 14 February 2020 / Friday 17 April 2020 / 

Friday 2 October 2020 / Friday 27 November 

2020 (9am and 10:30am on each date)

250 Years of Beethoven: 365 Days of Beethoven in the Haus der Musik

And because that’s not enough, on the occasion of the Beethoven Year 2020, the Sound Museum 

will join the huge number of well-wishers in celebrating the exceptional, great composer Ludwig 

van Beethoven with a colourful explosion of events, exhibitions and new educational formats.

Visitors can follow the musical footsteps of Ludwig van Beethoven in the Beethoven Room on the 

Great Composers floor, which will be newly arranged. The two special exhibitions “Homage to 

Beethoven” (25 May – 20 September 2020) and “Bernstein’s Beethoven” (3 October 2020 – 



10 January 2021) in the inner courtyard look at the phenomenon that is Beethoven. The music 

educational team provides a glimpse into the life of the great composer during interesting themed 

tours on Beethoven (“It’s all about Beethoven”, “Beethoven and Love”, “Listen to Ludwig”). “Inside 

Beethoven” offers a walk-in ensemble and, in the “Beethoven Pastoral Project”, artists from all over 

the world come together in sharing their own vision of Ludwig van Beethoven’s “Pastorale” 

symphony to form a network with a performance of “its Pastorale” on the UN’s Earth Day. Here, the

Haus der Musik makes a fitting musical mark on 5 July 2020 with a performance by the choir of the

Wiener Singschule in the inner courtyard and in the museum.

More information can be found at www.hausdermusik.com/beethoven2020

www.hausdermusik.com/beethoven2020

20 Years of Haus der Musik

The Haus der Musik is a modern, interactive sound museum and, at the same time, the birthplace 

of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, which has its own museum here.

The fascinating world of music and sound is presented here over six floors. Twenty years after 

opening on 16 June 2000, the Sound Museum has established itself not only as a museum but also 

as an indispensable event venue and important player in the cultural landscape of Vienna. As an 

active music platform, the Haus der Musik schedules more than 80 concerts and in-house events 

annually.  

Web www.hausdermusik.com

Beethoven-Programme www.hausdermusik.com/beethoven2020
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General Information

Exhibition and Concert venue: Haus der Musik

Seilerstätte 30, 1010 Vienna

Opening Times: daily  10.00 am - 10.00 pm

Museumtickets / Prices 2020: Adult € 14 | Reduced € 10 | Children (3-11 yrs.) € 6

free admission for special exhibitions in the Inner Courtyard

Cooperation Partners: www.wienbeethoven2020.at

www.bthvn2020.de

Press Enquiries

Pressphotos are available for download at www.hausdermusik.com/presse. 

For all other Inquiries (interviews, press tickets, photo material) please contact:

Regina Holler-Strobl (Public Relations) | Haus der Musik | Seilerstätte 30 | 1010 Wien 

Tel. +43 1 513 48 50-30 | Email: regina.holler-strobl@hdm.at |www.hausdermusik.com
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